Induction Table
With Alluserv you are not just buying a product.
You are receiving our team's service commitment
to get the most value from your investment in our
products. We will provide you with:

Model Numbers:
AIT1, AIT1M

• A team of knowledgeable experts with over 100 years
of combined experience to help you understand and
receive the most from your product throughout its
service life
• Detailed instructions and speciﬁcation on cleaning and
application to best maintain your equipment
• A national service network and service manuals for our
extensive product oﬀering.

INDUCTION TABLE

APPLICATION

Mobile or stationary, the Alluserv Induction Table is designed to hold induction chargers at an ergonomic working height. The
30”L x 24” D shelf size not only holds the charger, it still has plenty of room to stack your Induction bases or Induction plates.
The under shelf has plenty of space for any kitchen equipment you want to keep close and secure.

CONSTRUCTION

The induction table will have a top that will be constructed of 14-gauge stainless steel with a No. 4 ﬁnish and has a full marine
“V” edge. The top of the table has 14-gauge under brace hat channels welded in place for additional support. The legs on this
table are 1.625” 16-gauge stainless steel round tubing that is fully welded to the top hat channel under brace support and under
shelf.
The under shelf for this table is constructed of 16-gauge stainless steel with a No. 4 ﬁnish welded to the legs.
The mobile units (AIT1M) come with four 5” swivel polyurethane casters, two with brakes.
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Induction Table

DIMENSIONS

OVERALL SIZE

MODEL

FEET/CASTER
Feet

24"

30"

30.12"

AIT1M

Casters

24"

30"

30.12"

AIT1

D

L

H

SHIP WEIGHT

SHIP CUBE

210 lbs

14.7

210 lbs

14.7
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